Updating carburetor to prevent vapor lock
By John Manifor
Since we have been locked down for the
past year, my 1929 Cadillac and LaSalle
and my 1910 Overland 42 have been
mostly idle. Recently, when we went on
multi-day and long distance tours, where
there were no specific car restrictions, my
1928 Model A roadster fit the bill. It is easy
to drive, repair, very dependable, a good
performer and easy to haul long distances.
My problem is that I like touring with the
heavy classics, as well as, the elegant historic brass era cars. Sitting, inactive cars
tend to not function well when returning to
the tour circuit.
During this pandemic and the time
that we have been restricted in our freedom of movement and social interaction in
club events, Cheryl encouraged me to fix
these idle cars and make them more
tourable and dependable or have someone else do it, If you can physically perform the work on these cars yourself, it is

best and certainly less costly, plus
knowledge of your automobiles inner
workings can keep you on the road during a tour It is no fun to not finish a tour
end up on a trailer or a tow truck.
Some of the mechanical issues
on my cars have plagued me for years.
I am now retired so I am supposed to
have lots of time, but I am now older
and what used to take me one hour to
complete, now takes several hours. As
we age, getting up and down can be
more difficult, hands are weaker and
vision changes. My patience with inanimate objects has grown thinner, so I
listen to Christian and peaceful music
while working in the garage. The bottom line is that now is the time to do
these things before the expertise and
knowledge of the ancient vehicles dies
off. Our millennial generation is not as
interested as we were.at their young
age. As we age, we do not think of ourselves at our current age and we find
that the work on these cars can become more difficult due to health
changes. I hate to pay others to work
on my cars because I always did it myself, but reality has set in and if I want
to tour and enjoy the cars that I have
owned so long, then they need to be
maintained, upgraded and made safer
to drive.
Record Performance owned
by HCCA member, Warren Record in
El Monte, CA is a shop where you can
take early to pre-war cars for mechanical restoration or maintenance to be
repaired , updated or made to work
properly. They know what they are doing and understand the old technology.
Mechanic, Kyle Osborn, (see photo left)
works on older cars. I have been very
satisfied with his work on my cars and
his apparent ease of working with me
to find solutions to make the car better
and safer.
One issue that my 1929 Cadillac, my 1929 LaSalle, Lincoln V8’s and
most 20’s - 30’s V style engines share
is the mounting of an updraft carburetor
buried under the intake and exhaust
manifolds. The heat from the engine
and exhaust manifolds along with the
alcohol in the fuel can cause the en-

Modern Holley carburetor installation

Finished appearance with non functioning vacuum
tank, all linkage and original 1929 Cadillac carburetor cover (below)

gine to vapor lock whenever the outside temperature is in the 80 to 90 degree range. This
heat makes the engine difficult to start after sitting a few minutes or may shut down in heavy
or stalled traffic, Ethanol laden fuel boils at a
lower temperature than non– ethanol gas and
does not flow well from gravity feed vacuum
tanks, making the electric fuel pump necessary.
My brother, Dennis, street rodder and
buIlder of some exquisite cars, designed and
fabricated a new aluminum downdraft intake
manifold with a new Holley 2bbl for a 350 V8. I
thought that fuel injection was going a bit far
from original. I prefer completely original cars,
but I like them to run well. My 1929 Cadillac
has a a 341 cu V8. New fuel lines, 6 volt rotary
fuel pump for good pressure, and linkage to t
he carburetor tying to the original linkage were
added on the Cadillac. (Photo left)
I test drove the Cadillac over some pretty steep 12% plus grades near my home in
hotter weather and It seems to work well so far
without vapor lock; and it starts easily after sitting when hot. We also added the original carburetor cover rotated 90 degrees to hide the air
filter and most of the modern carburetor, and
ran the fuel line through the no working vacuum tank ( with guts removed) to make it look
more original. Never run an electric fuel pump
to a functioning vacuum tank as the vacuum tank can overflow and cause a fire.!!!
(Bottom Photo Left)
My 29 Cadillac like most heavy classics
of this era steers like fully loaded old Mack
truck. I think that I have an assisted power
steering solution using the original steering column, steering wheel and light and timing controls. If someone wants to put it back to original, they can. Any changes that I do on a collector car like these are reversible without damage to the original parts. Place the original
parts in a safe place and they should remain
with the car if it is sold and if the new owner
wants to return it to its original state.
Brakes are mechanical - 18”drums, and
they stop, sort of, with prayer assistance. I
drive accordingly, but other drivers do not. The
cars must be safe!!
Power assisted steering and better
brakes are next.

